The Final exam for Math 180a will be held on **Friday March 23, 3:00-6:00pm** in **Peterson Hall 108**. Please read through the following very carefully.

1. You will be assigned a random seat number. Please check TritonEd under Grades>Final Seat to find out your seat number.

2. You are allowed bring a calculator. However, use of cellphones, tablets, laptops, and such is prohibited.

3. The exam will include all the topics we covered throughout the quarter.

4. A table of values for the CDF of standard Normal Distributions ($\Phi(x)$ for $x \geq 0$) will be given. Even if your calculator computes probabilities related to Normal distributions, you should simplify the probabilities to the extent that the probability can be obtained from the table (i.e. in terms of non-negative values of the function $\Phi$).

5. A sample exam is uploaded on TritonEd. The solutions will be posted few days later.

6. The exam is closed book and closed notes. However, you are allowed to bring one sheet of paper. You are allowed to write on both sides of the sheet.

7. Please plan to arrive 5-10 minutes before 3:00pm, so that we can start the exam in time. You might need extra time to find your seat.

8. Please check the course webpage to find out about review sessions and extra office hours for the final exam.